Since Finland’s top ranking in the first international PISA league tables in 2001, policymakers from around the world have tried to learn from the unexpected and extraordinary success of its education system.

Why did Finland’s pupils do so well? Popular explanations include the country’s focus on equity, the high standard of teacher training, a comparatively low workload, and the lack of market reforms and school accountability. But research does not support any of these conclusions. In fact, Finland’s rise began well before most of these policies were able to take effect – and its recent decline started soon after they took hold.

Instead, Finland’s success appears to be the result of deep-rooted historical, socio-economic and cultural factors, combined with a resistance to the rising global tide of progressive teaching methods. Its current fall can in turn be linked to cultural changes and recent reforms which may have undermined the causes of its achievements. The findings of this monograph shed new light on Finland’s educational performance and provide important lessons for policymakers.
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SUMMARY

- In the first international PISA league tables, published by the OECD in 2001, Finland achieved top positions in mathematical, reading, and scientific literacy. Since then, policymakers from around the world have tried to learn from its extraordinary and unexpected success. However, Finnish scores in all domains slipped in PISA 2009, and to an even greater degree in PISA 2012.

- Why did Finland achieve such success in PISA? The standard policy explanations for the country’s rise include its focus on equity, with the comprehensive school reform of the 1970s as the bedrock, and the absence of standardised tests, accountability, and market reforms. Other explanations highlight comparatively little school- and homework, and the country’s current teacher education system.

- Yet there is little hard evidence for any of the standard explanations – in fact, most research explicitly does not support them.
Furthermore, a closer examination of Finland’s results over time reveals that its rise began well before most of the highlighted policies were able to take effect. For example, the lack of accountability and the high level of autonomy for schools and teachers are recent phenomena. Up until the 1990s, the Finnish education system was centralised and had little autonomy.

Finland’s complicated and unique history appears to be an important explanation for its educational success, not least via the high social status and quality of teachers. This dates back to their distinctive role in the nation-building process, beginning in the 19th century, and is therefore unlikely to be caused by current policies.

Finland was also a comparatively “late developer” in terms of industrialisation, economic growth, rollout of mass education, and development of a welfare state. As a result, Finnish culture for long remained more traditional than in other Nordic countries, reflecting its similarities with high-performing East Asian nations. This is likely to have underpinned the country’s improvements in international tests via a “wealth effect”, which first increases and later decreases educational performance as a function of income.

In education, the special socio-economic and cultural trajectory meant that a hierarchical and traditional schooling climate remained largely in place until relatively recently. Perhaps most conspicuous, pupil-led teaching methods were for long absent from Finnish classrooms, despite admonishments from the educational establishment. Incidentally, an increasing body of research suggests that traditional methods are superior for raising pupil achievement.
The recent fall in performance may in part be explained by the fact that many of the above preconditions for success are now being eroded. The country's culture is catching up with the radical economic transformation that took place in the second half of the 20th century. In particular, the traditional and teacher-centred educational culture is being replaced by more pupil-led ways of working.

While a degree of caution in seeking lessons from Finland's success is always necessary, the in-depth analysis in this monograph shows that existing popular explanations for the country's achievements, such as its lack of market reforms and accountability, do not withstand scrutiny. Instead, it suggests that the country's rise was to a large extent shaped by socio-economic and historical factors, as well as the retention of a traditional educational culture.
FOREWORD

For the last decade or so, Finland’s education system has been a poster child for many education experts and policymakers throughout the world. This reputation stems from the country’s outstanding performance in international tests in the early part of this century. In consecutive PISA studies, Finland achieved top positions in literacy, numeracy, and science, rivalling even the East Asian tigers in overall performance. Consequently, the Finnish education model went from obscurity to world famous within only a few years.

Perhaps most remarkable was the fact that Finland was seemingly able to achieve the excellent results without resorting to the draconian education model that has been the trademark of East Asia. Similarly, it also appeared to have spurned many of the market and accountability reforms undertaken in its Scandinavian neighbours, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere. All this made Finland an especially attractive model for opponents of some of the major trends in education policy worldwide.

However, the country’s performance has begun to falter in the last couple of years – in both absolute and relative terms. Proponents
of the traditional explanations for the Finnish success appear either to ignore the on-going decline or to come up with ad hoc arguments in an attempt to save their original ones.

Yet the main problem with the traditional explanations of the Finnish education “miracle” was that they originated from the idea of “best practice”, an approach that highlights current arrangements in high-performing countries as the key determinant without adequate consideration of whether these are causally linked to performance. Consequently, the policy lessons drawn from this approach are not particularly reliable and might in fact do more harm than good.

So, while many have used Finland’s experience to support their own pet theories on the desirability of certain types of education, its rise and decline have never been systematically analysed in a rigorous fashion. In this masterly exploration of the Finnish phenomenon, Gabriel Heller Sahlgren remedies this situation. He refutes many of the standard explanations, and shows convincingly how the outcomes, both positive and negative, are better explained by a detailed examination of Finland’s history and educational culture. His research is an object lesson in how difficult it is to make international comparisons of policy without a full understanding of the politics, economics, and history of the countries concerned. It is a must read, not only for those interested in the Finnish experience, but for anybody concerned with education and school reform in general.

Julian Le Grand is Richard Titmuss Professor of Social Policy at the London School of Economics.
1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of education in the modern world lies in the fact that by its very nature it cannot forgo either authority or tradition, and yet must proceed in a world that is neither structured by authority nor held together by tradition.

Hannah Arendt, *The Crisis in Education*, 1954

“We didn’t think we were that good”, a headteacher at a school outside of Helsinki mused. “Right before the first PISA results were released, I was involved in a Nordic cooperation project in education. And nobody cared about Finland.”

The headteacher’s Nordic colleagues were not alone. During the 20th century, few were interested in the Finnish schooling system. But at the turn of the millennium, this changed rapidly. When the first results of PISA – a now established global ranking of 15-year old pupils’ performance produced by the OECD – were released in December 2001, Finland emerged seemingly out of nowhere as a top performer, leaving other Nordic countries behind by a considerable margin. Instead, Finland found itself competing with the best East Asian countries. The world was baffled – as were the Finns. It was a “PISA miracle”.

Suddenly, Finland’s school system was catapulted to stardom. And for the next decade it was the rock star of education worldwide, with droves of policymakers and pundits visiting the country to find out the secrets behind its results.

But then the tide turned. In December 2013, the latest PISA results showed that Finland had slipped in two consecutive studies. Was it just a temporary setback? Or had the world mistaken a rock star for a “one decade wonder”?

This monograph tells the story of how a small Nordic country first triumphed and then began to slip in a global education race spurred by the emergence of PISA. It also discusses which policies, if any, might be relevant to policymakers in other countries. It is a story that goes beyond the fashionable explanations of Finnish success as highlighted in the international media. Indeed, while the focus so far has been on certain characteristics of Finland’s current education system, there has been little rigorous analysis of whether those features can explain the country’s performance historically.

Similarly, the socio-historical context in which Finland’s rise and decline emerged has not been explored sufficiently. An education system does not exist in a vacuum; it is necessary to dig deeper into the country’s social, political, and cultural underpinnings to understand its workings.

This is perhaps especially important in the case of Finland, whose modern history has been tumultuous. Having been annexed by Russia from Sweden in 1809, the country achieved independence in 1917, soon to be followed by a bloody civil war between socialists and conservatives in 1918. Later it endured an invasion by the USSR in 1939 to 1940, while teaming up with Germany in
1941 to 1944 to invade the Soviets, whose advances led to an armistice that in turn compelled Finland into conflict with the Germans. All this set the prelude for the country's unusually close and delicate relationship with the USSR during the Cold War.

In addition, and partly because of these factors, Finland has historically been poorer and less educated than its Scandinavian neighbours, spending the second half of the 20th century rapidly narrowing this gap. This trajectory also ensured a different societal and educational culture, which is often ignored in the international debate.

The story told here attempts to fill the gaps in the current discussion, and to tease out a more complete picture of Finland's educational rise and decline. Admittedly, this is far from an easy task. While analysing the credibility of hitherto presented hypotheses is relatively straightforward, it is unfortunately impossible to conclusively determine the factors behind changes in Finland’s educational performance and what can be learnt from these. Yet, for what it is worth, this is an attempt at getting a bit closer to the truth.
2. FROM POSTER CHILD TO OMINOUS SLIPPAGE

The story begins in December 2001, when the results from the first PISA study were released. The PISA survey was created by the OECD as a response to member countries' demand for a reliable metric of pupils' knowledge and skills. Every three years, nationally representative samples of 15-year old pupils sit a test in mathematical, reading, and scientific literacy. The number of participants has increased over time, and in the latest 2012 survey 65 countries and economies were represented.

One subject is selected to be the main domain for each cycle, and total test scores in each subject are comparable across all future cycles only after it has been the main domain once. This means that while reading literacy scores are comparable over time from the first assessment, mathematical and scientific literacy scores are only fully comparable over time from 2003 and 2006 respectively. It also means that we cannot be sure when Finland peaked in PISA in other subjects than reading literacy. \(^2\)

Nevertheless, in the first PISA 2000 results, Finland shocked both itself and the world, achieving top positions in all three subjects.
And the success story continued. While there were no statistically significant achievement changes in the subjects that can be reliably linked to full future assessments, Finland came in first or second place in all three subjects in 2003 and 2006. In the mid-2000s, therefore, Finland was clearly a poster child of PISA.

But then something happened. Finnish scores in all domains slipped slightly in PISA 2009 and then more strongly in PISA 2012. Between 2006 and 2012, Finland’s performance declined by 18 points in scientific literacy, 23 points in reading literacy, and 29 points in mathematical literacy. On average, this was the largest fall of all Nordic countries in this period. The news hit Helsinki like a bomb. “[T]he golden days are over”, one Finnish website dramatically announced.

Of course, the decline should have been expected given other evidence. In TIMSS, a more curriculum-focused international test, Finnish 13-year old pupils fell by 38 points between 1999 and 2011 in mathematics – leaving the country’s 14-year olds to perform slightly lower in 2011 than its 13-year olds did in 1999. In science, however, there was only a statistically insignificant decline of six points. Nevertheless, Finnish domestic sample-based tests in different subject areas, including science, also show a decline in pupil knowledge since the late 1990s and early 2000s. The same applies to evaluations of more general competences. Indeed, one such test indicated a drop of the equivalent of 46 PISA points between 2001 and 2012 among pupils in the final year of compulsory education.

While these results do not tell us exactly when Finland began falling in the different subjects, they show a rather clear-cut picture: the Finnish education miracle has stalled and gone into reverse in recent years.
Certainly, it remains the highest performing country in Europe on average, which should be compared with its neighbours’ much lower performance. For example, Sweden has fallen significantly in international tests since the mid-1990s, and is now one of the lower-performing countries in Europe.\(^9\) So it is clearly important to put Finland’s decline in perspective.

Nevertheless, focusing on the country’s peak results in PISA is insufficient when attempting to draw policy lessons for other nations. Finland’s performance trajectory has changed, and it is therefore important also to look at the potential reasons for its current decline and what can be learnt from it.
3. QUESTIONING THE FASHIONABLE POLICY EXPLANATIONS

But let us start with the rise. Looking at articles and books about the lessons from Finland, there is no shortage of policy explanations for the country's initial performance in PISA. In general, a strong focus on equity is highlighted as the bedrock in this respect.\textsuperscript{10} This began when the old two-stream system was abolished gradually across the country in the 1970s, following the Special Systems Act in 1968, in favour of nine-year comprehensive schooling modelled after similar reforms in Sweden and Norway.\textsuperscript{11} To succeed in accommodating pupils with diverse learning needs in the same schools, special education, often part-time, increased rapidly as a result of the reform.\textsuperscript{12} The comprehensive school reform and its egalitarian implications are often considered key for the Finnish education system’s success.\textsuperscript{13}

Other explanations include the absence of standardised tests, accountability, and market reforms. They also highlight collaboration among, and autonomy for, schools and teachers, who are trusted to do their jobs without anybody looking over their shoulders.\textsuperscript{14}
This is also something that is highlighted by senior Finnish officials. “We trust municipalities, schools, headteachers, and teachers, who have freedom and autonomy to do their job well and tweak it to local circumstances”, Aulis Pitkälä, Director General at the Finnish National Board of Education (NBE), said. “It sounds idealistic, but you need to trust.”

This trust is then often linked to the competitive teacher education, which only accepts on average about 10 per cent of applicants who all graduate with master’s degrees. These features are supposed to ensure high quality teachers, who are deemed crucial for pupil achievement.

Another oft-voiced idea is that Finnish children do well because they do not have to study as much as other children. Finnish school days are relatively short, with a comparatively low teaching load, and pupils do not complete as much homework as children in other countries. This allows them to play more, while also freeing up time for teachers to collaborate and share ideas. So, it is supposed, “less is more” when it comes to producing higher PISA achievement.

If this story were true, Western countries, and many others, would clearly be on the wrong path. In both England and the US, for example, education policy since the 1980s has focused on changing the external incentive structure in schools by increasing accountability and introducing market-based reforms. Similarly, they have also aimed to increase instructional time and schoolwork. Critics of these reforms have often cited the Finnish success story in an attempt to repudiate these policies.

Indeed, this is the message from Dr Pasi Sahlberg, a world-famous Finnish educationalist. In his view, the Global Education...
Reform Movement (GERM), as he calls it, has infected the world with school accountability, market-based reforms, and more schoolwork. According to him, an important part of Finland’s secret is that it has not followed those trends.¹⁸

And the suggested prescriptions for other countries follow these explanations. In a 2012 House of Commons lecture, Dr Sahlberg argued that the absence of standardisation, competition, and accountability are key Finnish lessons for English policymakers. He also stressed the importance of equity and the “less is more” approach.¹⁹ The implication of Finland’s success is therefore in many cases that other countries should be doing essentially the opposite of what they are doing currently.

“It was certainly not the 1970s reforms that made Finnish schools successful”

But, in fact, there is little basis for any of these arguments. “We have very little evidence regarding any of the claims that are made regarding Finnish PISA performance”, said Dr Tuomas Pekkarinen of the Finnish Government Institute for Economic Research. Instead, arguments regarding what makes Finland successful tend to rest on expert opinion.

Here it is important to note that observations of high- and low-performing countries’ characteristics, which are often used as evidence by pundits and policymakers, are not particularly useful. This is because this “best practice” approach tells us nothing about causality. It is impossible to know whether the feature someone chooses to emphasise has spurred, been irrelevant for, or even hindered a country’s success.²⁰

To see why, consider a hypothetical country with an inherent advantage that is difficult to observe, for example unusually highly
motivated pupils. In this country, it takes less instructional time to achieve the same or even better results than in other countries. This, in turn, makes it look as if the country's pupils are doing well because they receive less instructional time – even if they actually would be doing better if they got more.

The same problem applies to the OECD’s official PISA reports, which include one chapter that supposedly explains why certain countries do better than others. Yet this chapter is little more than a firework of high-level correlations between countries’ characteristics and their results, which reduces its evidence value considerably.21

It might not be surprising, therefore, that the economics of education research, which takes stronger precautions to tease out causal relationships, does not support most of the highlighted policy explanations behind Finland’s improvements.

Indeed, a recent study suggests that the comprehensive school reform, the supposed bedrock of Finland’s performance, did not have more than a marginal direct positive impact on pupil achievement. It had no overall effects on arithmetic or logical reasoning test scores among male army conscripts, and only a tiny overall positive impact on verbal reasoning test scores.22 “What we take away from that is that it was certainly not the 1970s reforms that made Finnish schools successful”, Dr Pekkarinen highlighted.

Similarly, there is no evidence that league tables are negative for achievement in international tests. On the contrary, research suggests that league tables are one reason why England performs better in PISA than Wales, which abolished them in 2001.23 Meanwhile, the evidence on the impact of school
competition on international test scores shows that the equivalents of free schools and academies in fact raise countries’ performance in PISA overall.\textsuperscript{24} In general, there is little rigorous research suggesting that GERM-inspired policies are bad for international test scores.\textsuperscript{25}

The same point could be made regarding the idea that less work and more play are important factors behind Finland’s success. For example, Professor Victor Lavy has shown that more instructional time raises PISA scores, an effect that increases with stronger school accountability.\textsuperscript{26} Meanwhile, other researchers have found positive average effects of completing more homework in PISA and TIMSS.\textsuperscript{27} In other words, the idea that less school- and homework contributed to Finland’s peak pupil performance in international tests does not receive support in the literature.

\textit{“Nothing happens overnight”}

Some might argue that the total impact of a country’s policies cannot be uncovered in econometric research. This could be because the overall system – in which each separate part contributes to the whole – is difficult to measure and therefore analyse.

Even if we were to accept this argument, it does not change the overall impression regarding the common policy explanations. As noted, most people link the features of today’s Finnish model to the country’s PISA performance in the early-to-mid 2000s. Indeed, these features are also emphasised as important lessons in the OECD’s own best practice report for US policymakers.\textsuperscript{28}

Yet this is an ahistorical approach.\textsuperscript{29} For example, Finland was not always so decentralised. On the contrary, up until the 1990s, its
education system was centralised and controlled by the state. The national curriculum was detailed and prescriptive, and all teachers had to undergo extensive in-service training, while further being required to record what was taught hour by hour in class diaries to ensure they delivered the mandatory content. There was also an active school inspectorate, and all textbooks had to be approved by the NBE.\textsuperscript{30}

Meanwhile, until 1985, pupils’ marks attained at the end of compulsory education were cohort-referenced, and school average marks were generally calibrated using sample-based standardised tests. While criterion-referenced assessment was implemented in 1985, the national curriculum continued to be prescriptive in terms of goals and content.\textsuperscript{31}

Of course, this also hints at the fact that politicians and bureaucrats did not trust teachers in the old system. “In Finnish discourse, there was generally very little trust of teachers until the 1990s”, education sociology professor Hannu Simola of the University of Helsinki argued.

Indeed, in one study Professor Simola analysed thousands of pages of state documents between the 1860s and the early 1990s – and found only one instance since the implementation of the comprehensive school reform where teachers were not seen as roadblocks to the development of schooling.\textsuperscript{32} This indicates that teachers were not trusted historically.

So the old system spelled “centralisation”, partly to consolidate the comprehensive school reform that was being gradually rolled out in the 1970s. “There were doubts that everybody would accept the comprehensive system, and a suspicion whether it would be implemented across the country”, Pär Stenbäck,
Minister of Education from 1979 to 1982, said. “When you implement a reform, it’s important to be consistent in the beginning.”

Decentralisation began in 1985, when local autonomy to some extent increased, and was completed in the early-to-mid 1990s, when the system was further liberalised, school autonomy significantly increased, and school inspections as well as the national textbook approval process abolished entirely. Indeed, as Dr Sahlberg has put it: “In the early 1990s, the era of a trust-based school culture formally started in Finland.”

**Chart 1: Finnish lower-secondary pupil performance in international assessments over time**

How, then, did Finland perform before and after decentralisation was completed? Until now it has been difficult to reliably compare countries' performance over time. But Dr Nadir Altinok and colleagues have recently standardised lower-secondary school performance from micro data in all different types of international assessments in mathematics and science, while reading scores...
to some extent also form part of the analysis, which makes it possible to compare overall results from 1965 onwards.\textsuperscript{35}

And it appears as if Finland’s rise accelerated primarily during the old centralised system. While results increased by approximately the equivalent of 23 TIMSS points between 1965 and 1980, they rose a further 32 points in the 1980s. They also increased a further 34 points in the 1990s, but started to level off in the latter part of the decade, and ultimately started to decline in the mid-2000s. In fact, given the age at test, the strongest gains took place when pupils mostly attended school before the old system was entirely abolished – and the peak occurs soon after it was entirely abolished.

But the standardised data are not actually necessary to show that Finnish education improved before the current system was put in place. For example, between 1970 and 1983, Finland’s science performance among ten-year old pupils increased by the equivalent of 48 to 59 TIMSS points, depending on the adjustment made, a larger gain than any other country enjoyed. In 1983, Finland consequently tied first place in science with Japan and South Korea. Among 14-year olds, Finland increased its science scores by the equivalent of 11 to 22 points between 1970 and 1983, placing the country only statistically significantly lower than Hungary, Japan, and the Netherlands among 26 education systems in total in the latter year.\textsuperscript{36}

Similarly, in 1991, at the end of the centralised system, Finland’s nine- and 14-year olds out-competed all other countries in reading.\textsuperscript{37} In fact, Finnish pupils achieved top positions in a similar test already in 1970, ending up in third place in both age groups.\textsuperscript{38}

And in mathematics, Finland’s lower-secondary scores increased more in absolute terms between the mid-1960s and the early 1980s
than in all other nine countries that participated on both occasions, apart from the Netherlands, although Finland only emerged as a top performer in the first PISA results in 2000.\textsuperscript{39}

Other data support the general trajectory of rise and decline in international surveys. Average test scores of Finnish 18- to 20-year old male military conscripts increased by approximately the equivalent of 24 PISA points between 1988 and 1997, whereas they declined between 1997 and 2009 by about 21 PISA points.\textsuperscript{40} In other words, performance improved while male youngsters attended primary- and lower-secondary school before the old system was entirely abolished and began falling when they became more exposed to the new one.

### Chart 2: Average male army test scores in Finland over time

So the available evidence indicates that the Finnish education journey towards stardom began to accelerate during the old centralised system – which suggests that the reforms in the late 1980s and early 1990s were not the cause of the transformation.

Of course, it was always improbable that these reforms even had much to do with the first results in PISA, simply because it often
takes time before effects of such reforms are visible. “The results in the first PISA tests were more due to the old system and its traditions”, Professor Jari Lavonen at the University of Helsinki argued. “Nothing happens overnight.” Similarly, Sirkku Kupiainen, a researcher at the same university, said: “The results, as far as they were in fact due to the education system, had more to do with the decades-old centralised arrangements.”

This is also evidence to challenge the idea that changes in teacher education policy are linked to the transformation. Teacher education was reformed in the mid-to-late 1970s, when it was moved to universities from teacher colleges, which had mostly involved practical training for two to three years. In 1979, primary school teachers joined the master’s club. For secondary school teachers, who were already required to have master’s degrees in the subject they teach prior to the reform, the only difference was that they now had to do their (expanded) pedagogical studies and training in connection with the new university faculties.41

But none of these changes is likely to have been crucial for Finland’s improvements, which accelerated before any teacher candidates going through the new system had entered the labour market, let alone formed a substantial part of it. The in-service training may or may not have changed things, but this is separate from the pre-service master’s level, university-based training in pedagogical faculties, which internationally is upheld as a reason behind Finland’s improvements.

Indeed, given how long it takes to change the entire teacher force by letting candidates undergo the new system, it is similarly improbable that changes to teacher education are a good explanation for the first PISA results. “There’s been a lack of understanding of the timeline here”, education professor Jarkko
Hautamäki of the University of Helsinki argued. “[The changes in] teacher education can’t be an explanatory factor behind our performance in the early 2000s.” If anything, in fact, the retirement of teachers who were trained under the old regime coincides with the country’s performance stagnation and eventual decline.42

The historical trajectory therefore indicates that Finland’s journey from low performer to high performer was not caused by most of the education policies that have been emphasised during the PISA heydays. Since there are no test score data available prior to the 1960s, we cannot be sure exactly when the country’s rise began, but it accelerated primarily under the old centralised arrangements. While this is far from proof that the old system lies behind the improvement stage, it is enough to refute the idea that the current one does.
4. THE IRON CAGE OF HISTORY

So the true causes of Finland’s rise in international tests are unlikely to be found by looking at the current education system’s characteristics. Instead, the data presented so far indicate that we must go further back in time to find explanations. And this is where the story gets even more interesting.

“It’s still a little heroic to become a teacher”

Let us begin with the high status enjoyed by teachers, reflected both by today’s competitive entrance to teacher education and by general attitudes in the population. In a Nordic survey carried out in 2000, before the first PISA results were released, only 20 per cent of the Finnish population agreed that the teacher profession had low status, compared with 40 to 80 per cent in the other Nordic countries. Similarly, Finnish people also pronounced the highest trust for instruction in primary- and lower-secondary school.43

It is plausible that high teacher status may have induced more intelligent individuals to enter the teaching profession, which in turn would link it with higher performance. Indeed, new research shows that Finnish teachers’ numeracy and literacy scores are
higher than in any other country for which scores are available. These scores, in turn, are found to have a positive impact on pupil performance in PISA.\textsuperscript{44} In other words, smarter teachers make smarter pupils.

But there are historical reasons for the high teacher status among the population, which have little to do with education policy. Indeed, Finnish teachers have always had high status. “For a long time, priests, doctors, and teachers were the three educated groups in the villages, and teachers have consequently always been appreciated”, Ms Kupiainen highlighted. Similarly, Mr Pitkälä argued: “Teachers had high societal status already in the 1930s and 1940s.” And according to a Finnish research team: “[The] [t]eacher profession has always been respected in Finland”.\textsuperscript{45}

Perhaps reflecting this status, Finland had the highest number of primary school teachers with an upper-secondary school diploma of all countries prior to World War II, according to history professor Aimo Halila.\textsuperscript{46} So Finnish teachers appear to have been comparatively highly educated for quite some time.

In fact, the high educational levels and status have their roots in the construction of the nation per se. According to education professor Patrik Scheinin of the University of Helsinki, becoming a teacher had national romantic connotations in an early stage of the nation-building process, dating back to the 19th century. “And some of that shimmer is still there – it’s still a little heroic to become a teacher”, he said.

An important reason behind this heroic image was that teachers were part and parcel of the Fennoman nationalist movement’s strategy. Finland’s status as an autonomous region of the Russian Empire in the mid-19th century, with territorial continuity and
institutions inherited from Swedish rule from 1249 to 1809, produced a peculiar situation: it was essentially a state before it became a nation. And for the Swedish-speaking Fennoman élites, who believed in Hegel’s idea of the nation state as the end goal of history, this was a problem that had to be solved before independence could be achieved.47

Indeed, one of the most important goals of the movement in the 19th century was to create an essentially non-existing Finnish-speaking national culture, and education was an important tool in this endeavour. But since Swedish was the language of politics and culture, of the élite and the educated, it was necessary to generate Finnish-speaking teachers who in turn could educate the rural masses and inculcate a national consciousness.48 “Raising the educational level of the whole population was a means to strengthen, or even find, the identity of the nation”, said Olli-Pekka Heinonen, Minister of Education from 1994 to 1999 and now State Secretary.49

This became even more important during the policy of Russification, in place almost continuously between 1899 and 1917, which aimed to limit Finland’s autonomous status within the Russian Empire. “The school became a passive resistance movement against Russian influence”, Mr Stenbäck argued. “The emphasis on education has formed part of a defence of national identity.” This naturally also further increased the commitment to education once independence was achieved.

And if this was not enough, the tragic 1918 civil war between the socialist “Reds”, supported by the Russian Soviet Republic, and the conservative “Whites”, supported by the German Empire, further strengthened this commitment. In the three-month long war, 37,000 people were killed out of a three-million strong
population; the nationalist institution of schooling was seen as a way to ensure that such a tragedy would not tear apart the country ever again.\textsuperscript{50}

It is therefore unsurprising that some historians consider the principal achievement of early Finnish schooling to be the ideological and patriotic spirit it helped instil in children.\textsuperscript{51} But the Finns put a lot of faith in teachers specifically, not just via education in schools. This was necessary partly because schooling provision in pre-independence Finland was highly unequal between regions, and it was especially poor in the rural areas where the great majority of Finnish speakers lived. In the early 1900s, only 34 per cent of children in rural areas attended primary school, and just 25 per cent of the overall population were educated to this level.\textsuperscript{52} In many other countries, compulsory state schooling was important in the nation-building processes, but this did not exist in Finland at the time. Whereas the Scandinavian countries all introduced compulsory primary education between 1814 and 1848, Finland was on par with Thailand in 1921. And even after the law was implemented, it took until the 1940s before it was fully functional and covered all children in the country.\textsuperscript{53} Indeed, as late as 1937, 13 per cent of children still did not attend primary school.\textsuperscript{54}

In this situation, it was crucial that teachers could reach people outside schools as well. Consequently, these were not just seen as children’s educators, but as enlighteners of the entire Finnish nation. As highlighted in work by education professor Hannele Niemi: “Teachers were called ‘candles of the nation’ and very often they educated whole villages and people in local regions by organizing choirs, theatre performances and parental education in addition to their normal school work.”\textsuperscript{55} They also initiated and participated in political and civic organisations in
their communities. In other words, teachers *per se* played an important role in the Finnish nationalist project, inside and outside schools, both prior and after independence.

Unsurprisingly, the nationalist role of teachers was further fortified by Finland's efforts during World War II. In the Finnish Winter War of 1939 to 1940, the USSR was fended off only after the cessation of 11 per cent of Finland's territory and the evacuation of 12 per cent of its population from those areas. This was in turn the prelude to the Continuation War from 1941 to 1944, in which Finland both recaptured the lost territories and captured East Karelia from the Soviets, in what essentially was a joint operation with Germany as part of Operation Barbarossa, which eventually made the UK declare war on Finland. After Soviet advancements, the war was concluded in September 1944 with the Moscow Armistice, which not only reversed Finland's gains but also handed over more of its territory to the USSR. Moreover, the armistice forced the Finns to expel the Germans from their country. Cooperation therefore turned into conflict and the seven-month long Lapland War, which led to Germany's ousting in April 1945.

According to Finnish researchers, the immense external threat posed by the USSR during the war years ensured that the “nationalist educational spirit” in teacher training colleges was strengthened further: “Remarkably evinced by the archives and by the former student teachers’ practically-oriented narratives, the education covered student teachers’ mind and soul, physical shape, and leisure activities which all, because of the wars, were linked to the nationalist goals set for the Finnish educational system and teacher training.” So the wars appear to have increased the already existing nationalist connotations of teacher education further.
The Cold War also probably had a unique influence on the education system. After World War II, Finland had to placate its historical antagonist by remaining independent and having unusually strong relations with the USSR; “Finlandisation” even became an international term describing a powerful country's ability to influence a smaller country's policies. This was certainly the case in education. In fact, Finland went as far as to allow the USSR veto power over the learning material in schools and teacher training institutions. There was a commission set up to go through textbooks and remove or revise those that did not meet the Soviet apparatchiks’ taste. In this new, delicate situation, patriotic education gave way to civic education, with the goal to produce nationalist solidarity to rebuild the country. This also meant that teachers’ jobs continued to involve more than school teaching; requirements stipulated that they also provided activities in their localities to aid the socialisation process. In a historical perspective, therefore, teachers have been the Finnish nation’s backbone and protector.

Betting on teachers as the vanguard of the nation meant that they had to be nothing but extraordinary, whatever the costs. Indeed, Finland’s teacher education policy in the early-to-mid 20th century aimed to produce exemplary citizens as role models who could fulfil their nationalist mission, relying heavily on Herbart-Zillerism as the pedagogical basis. Borrowed from Germany in the 1800s by Uno Cygnaeus, the Finnish education system’s forefather, and advanced by Mikael Soininen, education professor and Minister of Education from 1919 to 1922, the philosophy emphasised the development of character in a strict top-down fashion, which fitted well with the needs of the Finnish nationalists. And in order to produce
model citizens fit for purpose, they needed strict entrance requirements and codes of conduct for those who were chosen for the coveted places in teacher training:

Individuals seeking to study at the teacher training colleges in Finland participated in an entrance test that lasted several days. Only the finest candidates were selected as prospective teachers. The test included medical examinations, interviews and exams on teaching. After acceptance into the teaching college, students were allowed to carry on with their studies only if they maintained successful study habits and acted irreproachably. Students' behaviour was carefully monitored, not only at the college but also during free time. For example, going to a dance club or smoking was strongly forbidden for these prospective model citizens. Likewise, students were expected to adopt discreet clothing styles and follow strict dating rules. Anyone not meeting those requirements was expelled.61

While many of these draconian rules were gradually relaxed following World War II, some remained in force for decades afterwards.62 In essence, therefore, Finnish nationalism helped mobilise a well-disciplined army of educators, who in turn played a crucial role for the success of the nation-building project. It is probably a not unimportant detail that the teachers dominating the labour force when Finland's performance in international tests accelerated were educated under this strict regime.

While it is possible that the elevation of all teacher training to university and master's level has contributed on the margin – or helped to keep the profession's status high during societal and
educational changes – teachers were generally respected, trusted, and enjoyed high status well before then. This is due to historical processes that have little to do with the form of their current education.

“The teacher profession may not be as popular among the Finland Swedes”

Further supporting this idea is the natural experiment provided by the Swedish-speaking minority in Finland, which has declined from about 14 per cent of the population in 1880 to five per cent today. The minority, a remnant from the Swedish Empire, made up the country’s élite in 19th century Finland and still does to a large extent. For example, despite its small share of the population, 24 per cent of board members at the 50 largest companies listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange were Swedish speaking in 2011. Also, in 2000, the average investment wealth among Finland Swedes was three times higher, and the investor to inhabitant ratio was 35 per cent higher, than among the Finnish-speaking population. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the former group’s overall wealth levels have also been substantially higher. The Finland Swedes tend to be more highly educated, while living and working longer than ethnic Finns on average. The former are also generally healthier and have lower divorce and unemployment rates.

While Finland Swedes were crucial for the rise of the Fennomans, others created the Svecoman countermovement, which promoted the idea of a country containing two nationalities with distinct cultures and languages. The strife between the movements’ successors continued after independence, despite the confirmation of Swedish and Finnish as equal national languages, and the affirmation of the nationalities’ equal cultural
and social rights, in the Constitution of 1919 and the Language Act of 1922. This also ensured a separate Swedish-speaking education system and that both Swedish and Finnish are compulsory school subjects in Finland to this day. Apart from these victories, the Svecomans and their heirs’ efforts produced a more unified Finland-Swedish identity across rural and urban areas, as well as the Swedish People’s Party of Finland, which today carries about five per cent of the national vote and regularly participates in coalition governments.

Unlike the Finnish nationalists, the Finland Swedes did not need to produce a new nation and culture via education, but could instead lean heavily on their heritage from Sweden, one of the longest-standing nations in history. Indeed, Axel Lille, leading Svecoman and the first chairman of the Swedish People’s Party of Finland, argued: “The Swedish nationality has the privilege to own an older and higher standing culture and via its language stand in immediate spiritual connection with the entire Scandinavian north”. The Svecomans were well aware of the fact that their heritage from an established identity was an advantage.

The mission of the minority was instead unsurprisingly focused on producing a political framework that could preserve its culture and language, in the face of a strong Finnish national movement. Of course, educational institutions have played an important role for the Finland Swedes, too; they have had a separate schooling system precisely to protect their culture and language. But protecting an old culture among pupils is different from creating a new one among both pupils and parents. In contrast to the proactive educational nationalism of the Fennomans and their successors, the Svecoman countermovement and its heirs were defensive and
conservative. It is not expected that teachers would have the same critical role, inside and outside schools, in this type of movement – which in turn leads to the prediction of lower teacher status.

Of course, cultural spill-over between the nationalities should be anticipated, especially since Swedish speakers were crucial also for the creation of the Finnish nation and because inter-marriages increased throughout the past century. Furthermore, both groups have been unified by immense external challenges such as the threat of Russian influence, World War II, and the Cold War, which are likely to have strengthened the role of teachers also in Swedish Finland.

Indeed, it is not surprising that Finland’s participation in World War II and the post-war relations with the USSR, unique among genuinely democratic countries, effectively put on hold any internal strife between Finnish nationalists and Finland Swedes, while laying the ground for consensus in Finnish politics and education policy. It took until the post-Cold War period for the strife to re-emerge, exemplified by the rise of the Finns Party, formerly known as the True Finns, a populist political party that among other things wants to remove Swedish as a compulsory subject in Finnish-speaking schools. The strife was dormant, but it did not disappear entirely.

And, similarly, it is not clear that the common causes and mixing of the two nationalities have been enough to eradicate potential cultural differences in terms of attitudes toward the teaching profession. Indeed, the data tell another story. From 2000 to 2009, 40 per cent of applicants were accepted to Swedish-speaking teacher education on average, considerably higher than the 10 per cent of applicants who were accepted to Finnish-
speaking teacher education in the same period.\textsuperscript{76} In other words, the Finnish education system appears to have combined strong competition for entrance to teacher education among ethnic Finns with lower competition for entrance to teacher education among Finland Swedes.\textsuperscript{77}

This is in turn reflected in the PISA index of qualified teacher shortage, which is based on headteachers’ perceptions of potential factors hindering instruction. Indeed, Swedish-speaking schools have on average scored significantly worse than their Finnish-speaking counterparts in this respect throughout the 2000s.\textsuperscript{78} Furthermore, an analysis of PISA 2009 data displayed that the perception of qualified teacher shortage exists across all Swedish-speaking areas in the country.\textsuperscript{79}

All this is indirect evidence that the teacher profession has been viewed less favourably in the Swedish-speaking community in general. “The teacher profession may not be as popular among the Finland Swedes”, NBE Director General Pitkälä said. The difference was also highlighted by the headteacher of a Swedish-speaking school. “Teaching is to some extent more of a profession of last resort among Finland Swedes, compared with the Finnish-speaking population”, he argued. Similarly, Corinna Tammenmaa, former chairman of the central parental organisation in Swedish Finland, has claimed: “There’s more status in the Finnish-speaking teacher profession”.\textsuperscript{80} Overall, therefore, the stature of teaching appears to have been lower in Swedish Finland than in Finnish Finland.\textsuperscript{81}

This may at least be a part explanation for why pupils in Swedish-speaking schools have historically performed worse than those in Finnish-speaking schools in both domestic and international tests, despite the fact that the former on average come from more privileged backgrounds.
For example, in PISA 2009, in which the minority was oversampled to increase reliability in the comparisons, Swedish-speaking schools performed on average 14 points lower in mathematical literacy, 27 points lower in reading literacy, and 28 points lower in scientific literacy. Since at the same time Finland-Swedish pupils on average scored higher on the index of economic, social, and cultural status, a broad pupil background measure, these differences appear significant.82

Interestingly, Finnish-speaking pupils have declined more than their Swedish-speaking compatriots since then, closing the gap in mathematical literacy in PISA 2012 and decreasing it by 37 per cent in reading literacy. In scientific literacy, however, the difference remained the same.83 National evaluations also display that the gap in mathematics disappeared around the same time, while Finnish-speaking pupils still performed better in reading, natural sciences, civics, and history.84 Again, however, the general difference in pupil background might predict that Finland Swedes should perform better.85

So the different attitude towards teachers, reflected in the less competitive teacher education, is one important candidate for why Finland-Swedish pupils have performed worse than Finnish-speaking pupils.86 It would not be fair to characterise teacher status among the Finland-Swedish population as low, but it appears to be lower than among the Finnish-speaking population. This is consistent with the historical differences between the two groups in terms of the importance of teachers for nation-building purposes.
Sisu: “determination”, “inner strength”, “perseverance” during times of adversity

While historical and political factors are likely to have laid the groundwork for high educational achievement, they could only do so much in the economic context in which Finland was situated. Indeed, as highlighted by Professors Hannu Simola and Risto Rinne, the country's industrialisation and subsequent rollout of mass education occurred comparatively late. In 1945, almost 60 per cent of the Finnish labour force worked in agriculture and forestry; the same figure in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden was barely 30 per cent.\textsuperscript{87}

These figures hint at the fact that Finland has historically been poorer than the Scandinavian countries. Indeed, in 1950, Finland's per capita GDP was 80 per cent of Norway's, and only 60 per cent of Sweden's and Denmark's. In the mid-20th century, therefore, Finland was the poor man of the region with a smaller industrial and service sector than in the other countries.\textsuperscript{88}

Yet, once started, Finland's economic transformation was rapid. Mechanisation of agriculture and forestry in the post-war period eliminated jobs in rural regions and led to an urbanisation wave, known as the Great Migration. Reaching its peak in the 1960s and early 1970s, this massive relocation resulted in seismic demographic shifts from rural areas to the urban south.\textsuperscript{89} A simultaneous increase in labour emigration to Sweden also helped to absorb migration pressures in the peripheral regions.\textsuperscript{90} Consequently, agricultural employment plummeted. While it took Norway and Sweden about 80 and 50 years respectively to reduce the shares of their agrarian labour forces from 50 per cent to 15 per cent, it took Finland only 20.\textsuperscript{91}
This is also demonstrated by Finland's economic growth path. Catch-up with the Scandinavian countries began slowly after World War II, but then surged in the mid-to-late 1960s, in conjunction with the intensification of the Great Migration. While the economies were close to convergence in the late 1980s, the 1990s economic crisis again led to divergence since it hit Finland the hardest. In the 1990s and early 2000s, however, the country was again catching up with its neighbours and reached the level of Denmark and Sweden right before the recent global financial downturn. Finland had in fact almost closed the gap with Norway already by 1973, but its catch-up was disrupted due to the latter's North Sea oil discoveries, after which divergence and convergence continued over the following decades.

**Chart 3: Relative GDP per capita in Finland compared to the Scandinavian countries**

The creation of the welfare state in Finland is also a more recent phenomenon than in the Scandinavian countries. Between 1955 and 1975, public transfers as a share of GDP increased from six to seven per cent to 14 to 15 per cent in the
Scandinavian countries, whereas it only increased from four per cent to 10 per cent in Finland. By 1990, the figure had increased to 18 to 20 per cent in Scandinavia and 16 per cent in Finland. Similarly, on an index regarding benefit generosity, Finland achieved 65 to 74 per cent of the Scandinavian countries’ levels in 1980. In 1990, the figure was 81 to 95 per cent. The trajectory of Finland’s welfare state therefore also lagged that of Scandinavia.92

To a certain extent, Finland’s improvements in international education tests are therefore likely to reflect the country’s rapid economic modernisation. Initially, rising income tends to be accompanied by a social attitude of tenacity.93 In the case of Finland, a history of occupation, war, and poverty had already given rise to a unique word for such attitudes: sisu. The word does not properly translate into other languages, but it roughly means “determination”, “inner strength”, “resoluteness”, or “perseverance” during times of adversity.94 In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, when the modern definition of the word was coined amidst nationalist fervour, it came to capture an important part of the Finnish character, further increasing in importance during World War II.95

Scandinavia has historically also been characterised by a strong work ethic and norms of responsibility.96 Yet the cultural significance of sisu appears to stand out in this respect, and this is also supported by data. For example, in 2000, the share of people who emphasised that “determination, perseverance” is an important quality for children to learn at home amounted to 51 per cent in Finland, compared with between 29 to 33 per cent in the Scandinavian countries. In fact, Finland’s figure increased by 12 percentage points (or by 31 per cent) during the 1990s, making it the only Nordic country in which the share
rose in this period. The special notion of *sisu* in combination with the fact that Finland was hit hardest by the economic crisis of the 1990s is a plausible mechanism behind this change.

**Richer – and more educated**

The late economic catch-up and development of a welfare state, as well as the more severe economic turndown in the 1990s, therefore meant that determinative social norms remained stronger for longer in Finland compared with Scandinavia. Indeed, there is evidence indicating that the likelihood of parents instilling such norms in their children follows a hump-shaped curve as a function of income and government welfare spending, as it first increases and later decreases. Cultural transmission of norms from parents to children suggests that behavioural effects of changing economic and institutional factors operate with a lag.

Assuming that changing social norms are also reflected in levels of effort in the education system, this results in the prediction of an inverted U-curve for educational achievement as a function of wealth and welfare. “When nations rise economically, appreciation for education tends to rise as well, but later it decreases”, Ms Kupiainen argued. This is probably one reason behind the on-going convergence between low-performing (developing) and high-performing (developed) countries in international test performance. Part of Finland’s rise may therefore be described as a “wealth effect” that catapulted the country upwards in international tests in the late 20th century, seemingly from high latent performance levels that were probably at least partly due to the historical factors discussed earlier.
Naturally, Finland’s different economic trajectory is also reflected in levels of mass education. Indeed, the number of people with secondary education started to increase only around 1950, when just 25 per cent of pupils continued on after primary school and fewer than 10 per cent entered upper-secondary school. And it took until the 1960s before tertiary education began expanding properly, with enrolment trebling over the decade from low levels.\textsuperscript{101}

All this meant that Finland until quite recently lagged her Scandinavian neighbours in terms of mass education levels. In 2001, only 51 per cent of Finnish 55 to 64 year olds had completed at least upper-secondary education. This was lower than in the Scandinavian countries, where the figures were 65 to 72 per cent.\textsuperscript{102}

Most important, Finland clearly stands out in terms of the inter-generational changes in this respect. In 2001, 70 per cent of 45 to 54 year olds had completed upper-secondary education. This was still eight to 12 percentage points less than among the Scandinavian countries, but only half of the difference compared with the earlier generation. And Finland continued to accelerate its educational expansion. Indeed, among 35 to 44 year olds, the country had caught up with its Scandinavian neighbours by 2001.\textsuperscript{103}

It would be surprising if Finland’s rise in educational achievement had nothing to do with the fact that parents became increasingly educated as the years went by. “The parents of the PISA generation are those who very much profited from the educational expansion”, said Ms Kupiainen. “This is probably a factor that explains the results.” The positive association between increases in countries’ average years of maternal education and improvements in international tests over time is consistent with this argument.\textsuperscript{104} In other words, Finland’s rise in international tests was probably also
to a certain extent due to catch-up from low parental education levels, again seemingly from a high latent level of performance.

There is some evidence to suggest that these catch-up effects in wealth and mass educational levels are part of the story. In PIAAC 2012, an international assessment in numeracy and literacy focusing on the entire population, average performance in Finland follows that of the Scandinavian countries among the older cohorts. Indeed, older Finns performed surprisingly similarly to their neighbours, despite the fact that they were less educated on average. Yet Finnish performance peaks among people born between 1978 and 1987, which is different from the Scandinavian countries where inter-cohort gains began flattening out among people born a decade or two earlier.

**Chart 4: Average PIAAC 2012 scores across cohorts in Finland and Scandinavia**

So Finland's late catch-up in terms of economic output and mass education levels, compared with the Scandinavian
countries, is followed by the late inter-generational peak in PIAAC scores – but with a lag of a couple of decades. And this is precisely what is to be expected if the wealth effect and the following expansion of mass education partly explain the improvements.

The wealth effect hypothesis receives further support in the form of differential trends among the Scandinavian countries in conjunction with the economic crisis of the early 1990s. Sweden experienced the deepest turndown after Finland, and suddenly saw an inter-generational improvement in achievement among pupils born in the mid-1980s, while Denmark experienced a lighter economic fall and only saw a slight uptick. However, Norway, in which oil revenues cushioned the economic downturn, saw its scores falling continuously across generations.

The differential trends in performance are also predicted by the trajectories of benefit generosity. Sweden experienced the strongest retrenchment in this respect between its peak in the 1980s and the early 2000s, twice as large as in Denmark (and 87 per cent larger than in Finland), in absolute terms, while there was no change in Norway. These data support the notion that educational cultures that have been diluted by the perception that “prosperity is forever” may be awoken by deteriorating economic circumstances and altered welfare state arrangements.

In terms of its modernisation trajectory, therefore, Finland appears more similar to some of the East Asian economies than her Nordic neighbours – it is not a coincidence that the country was called the “Japan of the North” in the 1980s. And it is likely that the similarities are part of the explanation behind its improving educational achievement levels.
“Finnish people are quite silent. They prefer doing rather than talking”

Finland’s historically late, but rapid, industrialisation and economic catch-up also prompted a special development within Finnish society, which probably further aided the retention of the social attitude for tenacity. As Professor Simola argued in 2005: “The transition from an agricultural to an industrial society, and further to a post-industrial society, took place within such a short period that one could almost say these societies currently co-exist in a very special way.”107 Again, this is more similar to the late industrialisers of East Asia than to Finland’s Scandinavian neighbours.

This special development appears to have affected the outlook of the Finnish people further – which in turn is also likely to have underpinned the education system. “Finland has been, and maybe still is, more Tsarist than other Nordic countries”, said Ms Kupiainen. Similarly, Professor Simola has written about an “authoritarian, obedient, and collectivist mentality” that has traditionally dominated Finnish culture.108 “We do have an eastern flavour”, he claimed. Does this mean there have been cultural similarities between Finland and East Asia affecting schooling outcomes? “Exactly so”, he said.

This is also displayed by the fact that Finland has a more introverted culture compared with its Scandinavian neighbours. “Finnish people are quite silent”, Professor Lavonen highlighted. “They prefer doing rather than talking.” Indeed, a study analysing differences in extraversion across countries a couple of decades ago found Finns to score the lowest in Europe in this respect, and similar to Japan, South Korea, and Hong Kong. On the other hand, Norway and Iceland, the only other Nordic countries in the study, scored among the highest in Europe.109 Other research analysing
videotaped mother-child interactions in the early 2000s found that Finns (and Estonians) were less talkative than Swedes. So perhaps it was not just rapid economic growth that made Finland earn the epithet “Japan of the North”.

And perhaps the persistence of this special mentality has been aided by the Finnish population’s cultural homogeneity, which it also shares with several East Asian countries. Indeed, Finland had little immigration until the late 20th century. In 1990, first and second generation immigrants composed 0.8 per cent of the population; in 2000, the figure was still just two per cent. Of course, since immigrant pupils generally perform worse than natives in international tests in most countries – by 34 points on average in mathematical literacy in OECD countries PISA 2012 – the homogeneous population is likely to be an indirect factor facilitating its rise more generally. In addition, however, by decreasing outside cultural influences, this homogeneity has probably also aided the preservation of a special Finnish mentality in the face of other rapid societal transformations.

This mentality has also been reflected in low levels of pupil influence regarding how Finnish schools are run. In fact, all school democracy experiments were halted with the comprehensive school reform. These experiments had “scarred” the country’s teachers, who fiercely resisted any move in that direction. Despite the newfound autonomy in the early-to-mid 1990s, it is therefore not surprising that little movement towards school democracy occurred and Finnish schools remained rather hierarchical institutions in a comparative perspective.

Indeed, in the 2009 International Civic and Citizenship Study, only 15 per cent of Finnish 14-year old pupils reported that they take part in decision-making about how their schools are run, the
lowest figure among all 38 participating countries. And it was considerably lower than in Western European nations. For example, the equivalent figures were 44 to 58 per cent in the Scandinavian countries and 55 per cent in England.\textsuperscript{114} Supporting these data, a UNICEF report highlighted:

Finnish elementary schools have problems especially with regard to the right to participate. Children’s voices are seldom heard when, for example, contents of education or methods are discussed at schools. Children also play no part in deciding on schedules, length of schooldays and formation of school year periods or issues related to the equipment at school. This may be the reason for the emotional gap which exists between the adults and children at Finnish elementary schools, which is often exhibited as an extremely negative attitude towards teachers.\textsuperscript{115}

However, the negative attitudes are also likely due to the fact that the authoritarian mentality is reflected in teacher-pupil relationships \textit{per se}. Interviews by a research team in the late 1990s indicated that whereas Scandinavian teachers commonly emphasised intimate relationships with pupils and parents, Finnish teachers instead highlighted their positions as adult role models and the keepers of classroom order.\textsuperscript{116} In short, they saw themselves as authorities to a greater extent than their colleagues in neighbouring countries, in line with their historic nationalist mission and Herbart-Zillerist educational philosophy.

And many practitioners in Helsinki agreed that this is the right way to conduct business also today. A deputy headteacher, who had worked in Sweden, said: “In Sweden, teachers tend to be much closer to pupils than in Finland. We’re more careful about
maintaining a certain distance.” The headteacher of the school added: “It’s not the teacher’s duty to feel sorry for pupils.”

In such a school environment, perhaps it is not surprising that Finnish-speaking lower-secondary pupils in 1970, when the country’s results were improving, expressed a remarkable feeling of inferiority toward their teachers. Indeed, fully 73 per cent of pupils reported that they “felt little” before the teacher. At the time of the transformation of the Finnish education system, pupils therefore appear to have viewed their instructors as authorities. Similarly, in 1991, only 53 per cent of pupils reported that teachers listened to what they had to say.” In fact, according to Finnish researchers: “Learning and teaching obedience and inferiority have been a central feature of the Finnish school system and teacher training during its whole history.”

And this is not surprising given the original ambitions of the system’s forefather back in the 1800s. In line with Herbart-Zillerist educational philosophy, the main objective was to instil in children a strong work ethic and an obedient character: “[Uno Cygnæus’s] goal was to develop the whole personality of the child. According to his educational programme, the primary task of [schools] was to educate children to work hard and seriously, then to follow strict discipline and behave obediently.” These ideas clearly came to reflect pupil-teacher relationships and the overall educational culture for a long time.

So historically, Finnish schools have been comparatively hierarchical institutions, reflecting the culture of obedience and authority that for long persisted in Finnish society to a greater extent than in other Nordic countries – in spite of the radical transformation that occurred in outside society. Rapid
modernisation and increasing educational levels were thereby combined with retaining authority in culture and education.

This special combination may also be part of the explanation of why Finland's educational performance accelerated upwards. Indeed, a growing body of American research has found positive effects on test scores of the so-called “No Excuse” paradigm, an educational model that is predicated on an authoritative culture. Increasingly educated parents who retain both sisu and an authoritarian mentality are likely to reinforce this type of school culture.

Intriguingly, there appear to be some differences between Finnish- and Swedish-speaking schools in this respect, which could also help explain their differential performances. According to a teacher in a Swedish-speaking school: “Finnish schools are a bit more conservative and authoritative in their approach. Everything is more like it was when we went to school in the 1970s in terms of authority and tradition.” Her colleagues agreed. “The Finnish-speaking schools are more bureaucratic – we have a softer approach”, another teacher, who had taught in such a school before her current position, highlighted.

If this is true, we should also expect different school climates. Indeed, pupils in Finland-Swedish schools have reported better pupil-teacher relations than pupils in Finnish-speaking schools. Similarly, Swedish-speaking schools score on a par with Scandinavian ones in terms of pupil happiness, considerably higher than the Finnish-speaking schools – which have some of the lowest levels in the world. Data from the early 1990s also reveal that pupils in Finland-Swedish schools had better relations with their teachers than pupils in Finnish-speaking schools and that the former enjoyed going to school more than the latter,
suggesting these differences are not a new phenomenon.\textsuperscript{122} It is therefore not surprising that Finnish researchers agree that Swedish- and Finnish-speaking schools have had different climates:

In all, the findings suggest that the quality of school life in the Swedish-speaking schools in Finland is more positive than in the Finnish-speaking schools. The culture of the Swedish-speaking schools seems to have many characteristics similar to the other Nordic schools. Particularly, relations between teachers and students proved warmer and more trustful in the Swedish-speaking school system in the same manner as in the Nordic schools.\textsuperscript{123}

This supports the idea that there are cultural differences between Finland-Swedish and Finnish-speaking schools, which may have affected performance. The latter appear to have had a more authoritative culture than the former. And, again, this makes sense given the differential needs of the minority countermovement, which responded to the rise of the Finnish nation and the latter’s emphasis on teachers as its creator and carrier.

"Whole classes following line by line what is written in the textbook, at a pace determined by the teacher. Rows and rows of children all doing the same thing in the same way..."

The social, historical, and cultural forces discussed above are further inextricably linked to a feature rarely highlighted in the international discussion: just as Finnish school culture has generally been hierarchical, Finnish teaching has been traditional.

The definition of “traditional” used here is that of the old-school notion of a more “behaviourist” learning environment,
characterised by dominance of authoritative teachers in the classroom. Regardless of the specific activities in which pupils engage, the key characteristic of this educational style is that the mode of instruction is teacher driven, which is in line with Herbart-Zillerist educational philosophy.\textsuperscript{124}

In contrast, progressive teaching styles are characterised by more pupil-driven instruction, including individual and group work. Such methods are related to various forms of “constructivism” which, in simplified terms, holds that knowledge is constructed by pupils, not transmitted down from teachers. This theory therefore stipulates that pupils must engage in more self-directed learning – and the teacher, instead of being the “sage on the stage”, should become a “guide on the side”.\textsuperscript{125}

Ideas of pupil-led teaching methods have followed a cyclical historical development, dating back to Jean-Jacques Rousseau.\textsuperscript{126} They come and go with different names but are essentially unchanged in practice – with examples including “discovery-based learning”, “open investigation”, and “enquiry-oriented teaching”.

“They’re basically the same thing, at least how teachers implement them in the classroom. Pupils do more things by themselves”, Professor Lavonen said. He believes this is a flawed interpretation of constructivism, yet it is what often is realised in classrooms.

In Finland, the evidence suggests that more traditional teaching methods continued to dominate classrooms throughout the 20th century. In the mid-to-late 1980s, researchers analysed videotaped lesson material, and concluded that the classroom dynamic in the country did not appear to have changed much in
the previous 50 years, with teachers talking more than two-thirds of the time and pupils giving short answers to teachers’ questions.\textsuperscript{127} The harsh verdict was that Finnish classrooms were “wasteland[s] not only of intelligence but also of emotions”.\textsuperscript{128} Regardless, the sage on the stage appeared to have been alive and kicking in 1980s Finland.

And her domination seemed to continue. In 1996, four years before the first PISA study, a British research group from the University of East Anglia visited 50 Finnish compulsory schools and reported:

Whole classes following line by line what is written in the textbook, at a pace determined by the teacher. Rows and rows of children all doing the same thing in the same way whether it be art, mathematics or geography. We have moved from school to school and seen almost identical lessons, you could have swapped the teachers over and the children would never have noticed the difference. … [W]e did not see much evidence of, for example, student-centred learning or independent learning.\textsuperscript{129}

While selected in part because of their innovative spirit, these schools were far from innovative in terms of what was going on in the classroom. On the contrary, they appeared incredibly uniform to the outside observers.

Fast forward to 2003, when a Finnish research team asked approximately 3,600 15-year old pupils in 61 randomly selected schools about the teaching methods used in science classrooms. They found that “science lessons seem to be rather traditional.
Direct teaching, solving basic problems, reading textbooks, and conducting practical work are often used".130

Similarly, in the mid-2000s, a researcher videotaped mathematics lessons with ten different randomly selected teachers in Finland, reporting that “Finnish teachers are rather traditional and pedagogically conservative in the classroom … [and] conduct their classes in fairly uniform ways".131 Another investigation of four Finnish mathematics teachers in the early-to-mid 2000s also found evidence that they tended to rely on teacher-centred methods.132 Given the methodology, and the small sample sizes, these findings can hardly be generalised, but they provide supportive evidence of earlier accounts.

Interestingly, while the general climate seems to have been warmer in Swedish-speaking schools, the traditional methods appear to have dominated these for long, too. “Historically, instruction has been very teacher led, both in Swedish- and Finnish-speaking schools”, a headteacher at a Finland-Swedish school argued. Indeed, a survey of mathematics teachers in Swedish-speaking lower-secondary schools in the late 1990s found that 85 per cent of them often used teacher-centred methods, compared with just 25 per cent who often used problem solving in small groups.133 So there is suggestive evidence that also Finland-Swedish schools were pedagogically conservative in the late 1990s. At least in this sense, Herbart-Zillerism apparently left a lasting mark also in the minority’s schools.

In other words, Finnish pedagogical methods remained traditional in approach throughout the era of educational improvements, in sharp contrast to the constructivist and progressive ideal. They also appear to have been uniform across teachers and schools – irrespective of the famous de jure
autonomy they have enjoyed. Just as in the case of school democracy, the move towards freedom and autonomy in the 1990s did not immediately lead to the pedagogical diversity one might have expected, given current international accounts of the Finnish model.

But maybe this is not that surprising given the central control that existed prior to the early 1990s, not to mention the strict rules of teacher education in place up until the mid-to-late 20th century – it is as if the shadow of the old centralised system, and of Herbart-Zillerist pedagogy, continued to affect the state of affairs. “It’s an internalised form of centralisation”, Ms Kupiainen argued.

Why is this important? Because the research evidence suggests that the traditional methods used in Finland during its rise in international surveys are good for producing high test scores. This further supports the idea that the country’s preservation of a culture of authority, while going through rapid societal changes, is a part explanation for the country’s improving performance during the 20th century.

For example, in education professor John Hattie’s analysis of hundreds of meta-studies of effective practices, active, guided instruction is shown to be more than three times as effective as facilitating, unguided teaching that is associated with constructivist practices. While the methodology in many of the included studies might be questionable, relatively strong econometric research has recently backed them up, finding that structured teaching is preferable for raising test scores.

The evidence from Quebec is perhaps the most conspicuous. In the early 2000s, the Canadian province embarked on a universal reform to introduce constructivist, pupil-driven teaching methods
en masse. The results were disastrous. Economist Catherine Haeck and colleagues evaluated the reform and found that it decreased mathematics results among low-, middle-, and high-achieving pupils considerably within only a few years time, in both domestic and international tests, and that these negative effects increased the longer pupils were exposed to the methods. Moreover, the reform increased hyperactivity and anxiety among pupils, while at best having no effects in other behavioural domains.\textsuperscript{136}

So the characterisation of Finnish classrooms as emotional and intellectual “wastelands” in the late 1980s seems unfair; authoritative teaching methods appear preferable, at least for succeeding in the traditional goal of raising cognitive achievement.

And interestingly, Finland was for long a Nordic outlier in this respect, with the other countries moving towards pupil-driven methods since the 1990s. The most eye-catching example here is Sweden. One study shows that the share of instructional time devoted to individual work in Swedish schools increased only slightly from 22 per cent in the 1960s to 26 per cent in the 1980s, but then increased to 41 per cent around 2000.\textsuperscript{137} Meanwhile, another study shows that the share of pupils reporting to do individual work several times per day was 25 per cent in both 1992 and 1995 – but then suddenly jumped to 50 per cent in 2003.\textsuperscript{138} Something extreme clearly happened in Sweden in the mid-to-late 1990s, most probably due to the 1994 national curriculum that emphasised pupil-led methods, which decreased teacher-led instruction.\textsuperscript{139}

While Sweden is the most conspicuous case, the country was not alone in moving towards less structured teaching; pupil-driven
methods appear to have increased in the other Nordic, non-Finnish classrooms during and since the 1990s as well.\textsuperscript{140}

This points to one thing: Finland was alone in its pedagogical conservatism among Nordic countries as the 20th century came to an end. Just as in the case of its hierarchical schooling structure, this could indeed be seen as a remnant of an old society, left behind in the rapid race towards post-industrialisation – reflecting a unique mix of old and new in Finnish society.
5. THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN’

The above analysis suggests that Finland’s rise was to a large extent shaped by socio-economic changes in combination with the retention of high teacher status and a traditional culture. The emphasis on education and the historic role of teachers in the Finnish nationalist strategy, making strict selection and training necessary, as well as the preservation of an authoritative schooling culture, especially in respect to teaching methods, ensured a high latent level of achievement, which was realised once the country started to rise economically and mass education properly began.

But what about the decline? Some have suggested that increased immigration may be a part explanation. “One reason for our fall in PISA is probably immigration”, said NBE Director General Pitkälä. Immigrants to Finland certainly perform worse than natives in PISA: depending on subject, there was a 98 to 126 point disadvantage among first-generation, and a 64 to 81 point disadvantage among second-generation, immigrant pupils compared with native pupils in PISA 2012.141
But while immigrant pupils perform worse than native pupils, they are unlikely to be a primary explanation for the fall itself, since immigration levels have not been large enough. Between 2006 and 2012, the share of pupils with an immigrant background increased from 1.5 per cent to three per cent in Finland. This is too low to have a statistically significant direct impact on the overall changes. Indeed, native pupils fell only two to three points fewer than the average including immigrant pupils during those years.\textsuperscript{142}

While there could technically be negative effects of immigrants on native pupils, the empirical evidence suggests that these are mild so far in Finland. Research indicates that the increase in the share of immigrant pupils between 2006 and 2012 may have decreased natives’ PISA results by 1.7 points.\textsuperscript{143} In other words, only about six to nine per cent of the fall since PISA 2006 could plausibly be attributed to negative effects of immigration on native pupils.

However, just as the lack of immigration may have been a factor aiding the persistence of a traditional social and educational culture in Finland, increased immigration may also be a marginal catalyst for changes in this culture.

Indeed, it is important to note that the cultural and societal underpinnings of the education system discussed earlier are beginning to crumble; experts agree that Finnish society is changing in ways that are unlikely to be beneficial for performance in cognitive tests. “The fall is in a way a reflection of the fact that the whole mentality has been changing”, Ms Kupiainen argued. “Young people who have been growing up in the current prosperity don’t necessarily have the same values [as previous generations]”. In other words, the wealth effect may have reached beyond the peak of the inverted U-curve.
And there is evidence to support this argument. For example, one study found that attitudes deemed to support learning fell, while attitudes deemed to be detrimental for learning increased, among 15-year old pupils between 2001 and 2012.144 “The early results in PISA reflected the acceptance of the institution of schooling, which has now changed”, Ms Kupiainen said.

Similarly, while Finnish children have historically read a lot in their free time, probably because of the long-standing emphasis on education, this is now in decline. As highlighted by Professor Jouni Välijärvi of the University of Jyväskylä: “In the past ten years, there’s been a dramatic decrease in time spent and interest in reading.” Indeed, between 2000 and 2009, the share of Finnish 15-year olds who read more than 30 minutes per day decreased from 48 per cent to 34 per cent. This was a stronger decrease than in any other Nordic country – although Denmark is a close second – and from levels that were higher in 2000. This means that a convergence has occurred: the difference between Finland and the Nordic country in which 15-year olds report to read the least was more than halved from 19 percentage points to 9 percentage points between 2000 and 2009.145 As all PISA domains require a lot of reading – since they all measure different forms of literacy – this is likely to be a cultural factor contributing to lower performance in those tests.

The Finland-Swedish pupils again offer support for the argument, since they have read less and also displayed less intrinsic motivation for reading than Finnish-speaking pupils.146 Similarly, the former do less homework than the latter, further displaying cultural differences that probably can explain part of the differences in achievement between the groups.147

Intriguingly, there is also suggestive evidence that the Finland-Swedish international decline began prior to the Finnish-speaking
one, although it is only possible to reliably compare reading results in this respect. In a 1991 international reading test, Finland-Swedish lower-secondary school pupils performed exactly on par with pupils in Sweden, roughly the equivalent of 14 TIMSS points behind Finnish-speaking pupils.\textsuperscript{148} In 2003, the former similarly scored 14 PISA points lower than the latter. By 2009, however, whereas Finland-Swedish pupils had fallen 19 points, Finnish-speaking pupils had only fallen six points, rendering an absolute gap of 27 points. The difference decreased to 17 points in 2012 because Finnish-speaking pupils also began falling faster.\textsuperscript{149} It therefore appears as if, on average, the more well-off Swedish-speaking pupils started to fall behind in reading comprehension before Finnish-speaking pupils – which is to be expected if the wealth effect hypothesis is correct.

In fact, improvements in technology, especially the rise of social media, were among the favourite explanations for the decline among interviewed Finnish experts and practitioners. There is now more competition for pupils’ attention, the argument goes, which in turn has decreased pupils’ focus on schoolwork and related activities. Finnish children simply do not engage with education like they used to. “Technology is changing the reality of young people – it affects their relation to school”, Professor Välijärvi said.

Furthermore, the special Finnish mentality appears to be changing as well. According to Professor Simola, obedience – historically a cardinal trait of Finnish pupils – is in decline. “Our pupils have been obedient, but that’s changing quickly”, he argued. And he was not alone in emphasising this. Teachers in Helsinki also highlighted the fact that children were gradually becoming less obedient and more unruly in comparison to the situation 10 to 15 years ago.
And there is indirect support of such an attitudinal change via parents. Between 2000 and 2009, the share of Finnish parents aged 35 or older who emphasised that obedience is an important quality for children to learn at home decreased by about 12 percentage points (or by 37 per cent). It therefore seems as if parents are decreasingly viewing obedience as a desirable trait, which may accordingly affect children’s behaviour in schools.

Moreover, parents are allegedly becoming more critical of schools and teachers and are taking liberties that were previously unheard of. “It used to be the case that if parents came to school complaining, something very, very bad had happened”, said Professor Välijärvi. “Nowadays, there’s much more of that, partly because people are more highly educated than earlier. This also means they’re more critical.”

Naturally, grades are a common cause of concern for parents. And as the culture is becoming less obedient and more individualistic, parental pressure on teachers to give pupils higher grades is increasing. “It’s a trend”, an outspoken teacher claimed. “If I wanted to maintain a false picture of the Finnish education system, I wouldn’t admit that it exists. But I have to. It has now become part of our school environment that headteachers tell us to take good notes and save all exam reports for this reason.” In other words, parents’ obedience before teachers’ authority is also decreasing in today’s Finland.

Although it is difficult to assess the magnitude, Finnish culture appears to be going through a process that most advanced economies have gone through already. The pressures of post-industrial society are removing many of the bedrocks on which Finnish performance was founded, just as they were uprooted
from most Western countries earlier in history. “We’re entering the individualised culture now, and that’s the major reason for the fall in achievement”, Professor Hautamäki argued.

“**Teacher methods aren’t as traditional today. At the same time, our school results appear to have reached their peak and started to fall**”

Have teaching practices changed as well? While teaching methods seemed rather traditional in the mid-to-late 1990s and early 2000s, it is difficult to know for sure when they had their peak. In the lessons observed during this author’s school visits in September 2014, many teachers were still using rather traditional methods and remained authorities in their classrooms. Indeed, in some cases, the instruction resembled university lectures more than lower-secondary school lessons. The silence was often palpable, with the teacher doing most of the talking and children dutifully taking notes with their textbooks open. Teachers set tasks, and pupils did what they were told.

While there was some interaction in the classrooms, it was mostly between teachers and pupils rather than between pupils themselves. “Questioning instruction – that’s the constructivism I want to advance”, said one teacher who explicitly warned about the dangers of pupil-led learning. “Replying to questions gives pupils a chance to reflect over their knowledge”, he explained and continued: “But you don’t want to create chaos. Pupils live in a big chaotic society already.” The warning about chaos and about letting go completely was repeated throughout the conversation. “Most importantly, there must be a structure”, he emphasised. “You can never let go of the structure.”

Yet this is not the whole story. In many lessons, there was certainly more pupil-led instruction and less authority in the classrooms, and
the level of noise varied considerably as well. In fact, pupils were not even always supervised. For example, wandering around one school, a group of 12-year olds studying mathematics unsupervised in the hallway were stumbled upon. “Pupils often work independently in this way”, an older pupil acting as this author’s guide said. “The problem, as you can see, is that they start playing with their mobiles instead of doing their work.”

Asked whether that happens a lot, he replied without hesitation: “Almost always. Teachers know it happens, but they can’t do anything about it. There are simply too many pupils to be able to control them all.” The other guides agreed.

But the leadership did not think this was a problem. “We trust children to work when they’re outside the classroom”, the deputy headteacher of the school said later the same day when hearing about this event. Incidentally, at that very moment, another group of pupils working in this way were happened upon, which was an opportunity to demonstrate that this trust was well-founded. Yet, although the pupils quickly tried to hide it as they were being approached, it seemed clear that they were indeed playing with their mobiles rather than doing schoolwork.

Overall, therefore, this author’s own anecdotal observations displayed a different picture from the much larger number of British observations in 1996. Unlike the British research team’s experience, it did not take long to find more pupil-led methods in (and outside) the classrooms. Indeed, this was something practitioners also were keen to highlight. “In some classrooms, you’ll find Korea, but in others you’ll find Sweden”, one headteacher argued.
Is this a sign that Finnish teaching has become less traditional in general? According to experts, it is indeed. “Teacher methods aren’t as traditional today”, Professor Scheinin said. “At the same time, our school results appear to have reached their peak and started to fall. So it fits well with the research evidence from Quebec. Too well, almost – unpleasantly well.”

As an evaluator of a progressive school, Professor Scheinin has first-hand experience of this issue in Finland. In that school, children were set mathematics tasks at the beginning of the week, during which they were supposed to work independently or in groups before reporting solutions at the end of it. What were the results?

“Sure, the pupils did a lot of good things – they became very independent and so on”, said Professor Scheinin. “But they were awful at mathematics. I mean shockingly poor – pretty much the worst in the country. Since then, I’ve been cautious in saying ‘out with the old and in with the new’ in regard to pedagogical methods.”

Most other experts and practitioners agreed with the assessment that teacher methods have changed in a constructivist direction. “There are no data to show when the slope turned, but most people would agree that there’s been a gradual move towards non-teacher-led instruction in the past 10 to 20 years”, Ms Kupiainen argued.

While there is no hard evidence on when the shift occurred, the idea that teaching-dominated instruction has decreased in the past two decades receives indirect support in the data. Between 1994 and 2010, the average share of 11-, 13-, and 15-year old Finnish-speaking pupils who explicitly agree that teachers encourage
them to express their opinions in the classroom increased from 36 per cent to 54 per cent, while the share who explicitly disagree fell from 31 per cent to 17 per cent. This indicates that pupils became more active in the classrooms from the mid-1990s onwards, which is to be expected if teaching methods have become less traditional.

So it appears as if the Herbart-Zillerist educational philosophy that served the country so well under its nation-building process, and for long cast its shadow over teaching methods, has begun to recede.

Of course, given the behaviour of the education establishment, this is far from surprising. “If you listen to the Finnish education debate currently, many are saying that traditional methods are wrong”, Professor Scheinin said. “This thinking goes all the way up to the ministry.”

Indeed, in a speech in Washington DC in 2010, Dr Sahlberg highlighted that the priority for Finland in terms of its education system was to increase opportunities for individual learning. “In other words, [we’re] trying to make studying and learning even more personalised”, he then proclaimed. “This will eventually lead to a situation where traditional teaching will decrease”. More recently, he has also explicitly argued in favour of less classroom-based teaching as a tool to turn around Finland’s negative performance trend, advocating “a shift from common curriculum-based teaching to a system based on individual learning paths”.

Such goals are also becoming increasingly reflected in official policy documents. Indeed, progressive methods are being more strongly emphasised in the new national curriculum that takes effect in 2016, for example by stipulating that pupils should have
more influence over teaching. “More focus on individual learning is important”, NBE Director General Pitkälä argued. “Parts of the teacher force are quite behaviourist. We’re trying to make them more constructivist, but it isn’t easy.”

In fact, they have been trying for a while. Finnish education policy took a progressive turn in the early 1990s, apparently partly inspired by previous developments in England:

[R]eforms were to a considerable extent ‘ideas-driven’ by progressive educators who had gained prominence at national level in organisations such as the National Board of Education. This new generation of education policy makers had been influenced by constructivist theories of learning and the experience of progressive primary practice in countries such as England.

Similarly, Finnish policy came to increasingly reflect progressive pedagogical theory and practice in the US, as developed earlier in the 20th century. The influence of the new ideas was indicated by the NBE’s school experiments of various individualising practices, including Swedish-style “own work”, and the 1994 national curriculum, which emphasised constructivist approaches. As Dr Sahlberg has highlighted: “The 1994 National Curriculum included a requirement that all schools design their own curricula in a way that would enhance teaching and learning according to constructivist educational ideas.” Overall, therefore, his and Professor John Berry’s assessment in 2003 appears valid: “Finnish education policy and national curriculum guidelines encourage teachers to seek alternatives to traditional teacher-centred pedagogies.”
Moreover, constructivist ideas grew stronger in both teacher education and professional development training during the same period.\textsuperscript{161} This was also highlighted by the headteacher of one of the most reputable schools in Helsinki. “New ideas came into teacher education in the early 1990s, or even in the late 1980s, when we began talking about constructivism”, he said.

While changes in professional development training may to some extent have affected pedagogy also among older teachers, one would expect more significant shifts in classroom practices as they retire.\textsuperscript{162} “Teachers educated in the 1990s have learned the new way to teach”, the headteacher, who favoured this development, claimed. “So after 2000, it has changed quite a lot.”

Since it takes time to replace the entire teacher force, this suggests that instruction will change further in this direction, especially considering that student teacher cohorts seemingly become increasingly influenced by the ideas of pupil-led learning. “There’s currently a strong coaching attitude towards teaching among teacher students”, Ms Kupiainen argued.

Overall, therefore, Finland’s teachers appear to have joined their colleagues worldwide on the journey towards pupil-led learning since the country’s peak educational performance, although it is impossible to conclusively show by how much teacher methods have changed. Nevertheless, given the research evidence, the fact that they have changed at all suggests this may be a reason why the country has begun to fall. The increasing diversity in pedagogical methods envisioned with the 1994 national curriculum now seems to be materialising – which studies indicate may have unintended consequences for pupil performance.
This development might not be that surprising given the almost uniform trends towards pupil-led methods in the Western world. More surprising, however, is that Finnish teachers for long resisted the new zeitgeist among education experts and highlighted by policymakers.

We can only speculate about the reasons, but it is plausible that they are connected to the shadow of the old centralised system, the persistent authoritative culture, teachers’ historic nationalist mission, and their strict training – which produced non-conformist, highly competent, and stubborn professionals who refused to implement the establishment’s ideas in practice, and in the late 20th century had the autonomy to do so.

“I didn’t enjoy school. One should enjoy school. Therefore, the traditional methods must go”

Of course, it is also important to note the link between cultural changes and decreasing authority in schools and teaching; authoritative methods are not viewed as possible in, or fit for, a post-industrial society in which pupils are becoming less servile and obedient.

“The pedagogical methods are changing for the simple reason that you can’t control the classroom with the old methods anymore”, Professor Simola argued. “If the teacher can teach ex cathedra, it’s certainly very effective. It has been possible to do so in Finland historically, but not anymore.” Similarly, Ms Kupiainen said: “When the world was more authoritarian in general, pupils accepted authoritarian teachers more easily.”

However, it is difficult to separate the inevitable from the desirable. Most interviewed experts and practitioners, even those who were more sceptical of the new methods, also highlighted
that teaching must change, often because of the dissonance between what, and how things, are taught in schools and the changing world outside of education.

“We must realise that the old school is dead”, said an openly radical teacher passionately. “We need to individualise learning and use methods that are visible outside school. It’s the flipped classroom idea. You turn around the classroom by teaching less – but learning more.”

The teacher was not alone. In fact, almost every interviewee agreed that things had to change in order to keep children interested in school, and ensure that they continue to learn. In this view, an individualised culture requires less authority and more individualised teacher methods, which may indeed explain the gradual rise of such methods overall. “In a way, constructivist methods have probably emerged to match what goes on in schools with the outside society”, Ms Kupiainen said.

It is also plausible that teachers and policymakers are increasingly affected by the cultural changes themselves, and are more likely to think that today’s youth should not have to endure the same authoritarian schooling environment as they did. “The logic is: ‘I didn’t enjoy school. One should enjoy school. Therefore, the traditional methods must go’”, said Professor Scheinin in regard to the general Finnish education debate.

Perhaps this is also why the authoritarian schooling climate appears to have become warmer in general in the past decades. Indeed, between 1994 and 2010, the average share of 11-, 13-, and 15-year old Finnish-speaking pupils who explicitly agree that teachers are interested in their lives increased from 18 per cent to 32 per cent, while the share who explicitly disagree decreased
from 39 per cent to 24 per cent.\footnote{163} One study also finds that 14-year old pupils’ relations with their teachers improved somewhat overall between 1991 and 1995.\footnote{164} It therefore seems like the icy Finnish schooling climate has been thawing somewhat in the past decades – a process that is likely to speed up further in the future as “children’s wishes and visions have been taken into account in shaping the … reform of the National Core Curricula”.\footnote{165} The new curriculum’s stipulation that teachers should choose working methods in consultation with pupils serves as an example in this respect.\footnote{166}

So it is difficult to know whether societal changes are forcing teacher practices and the school environment to change – or whether the former merely justify the latter. Either way, both society and school practices appear to have changed concurrently in ways that might be harmful for pupil achievement, mirroring a pattern observed in other Western countries in general and perhaps Nordic countries in particular.
6. LESSONS FROM FINLAND?

Ever since the first PISA results gave star status to the Finnish education system, policymakers and pundits have scrambled to understand what policy lessons should be drawn. Perhaps more than anything else, Finland has been seen as a role model for opponents of market- and accountability-based school reform, while also being frequently admired for its high teacher status and reputable teacher training system.

But as the country’s performance has begun to slip, these accounts seem decreasingly persuasive. Indeed, as this monograph has shown, the most popular policy-related explanations of Finland’s rise to prominence do not stand up to scrutiny. The evidence does not support them, and, above all, it should be clear that the improvements began before most of the highlighted policies were even introduced.

If societal changes and historical processes are indeed crucial for Finland's rise and its subsequent decline, we should be hesitant before attempting to draw out specific policy lessons. For example, emphasising high-quality teachers with high social status is of little value for policymakers in other countries unless they are told how
this is supposed to be achieved with the tools at their disposal. And while the status and quality of teachers are both remarkably high in Finland, this appears to have been caused by a unique mix of socio-historical processes rather than education policy. In fact, this applies to most explanations for changes in Finnish pupil achievement explored in this monograph.

So what, if anything, can other countries learn from studying Finland’s performance trajectory? Overall, the strongest policy lesson is the danger of throwing out authority in schools, and especially getting rid of knowledge-based, teacher-dominated instruction. In England, as documented in recent publications, pupil-led methods and a less authoritative schooling culture have been on the rise for decades, reflecting everything from teacher education to Ofsted orthodoxy. In fact, ironically, it was partly this development that once inspired the progressive turn in Finnish education policy in the 1990s, which is currently being realised in school and classroom practices.

However, as this monograph has highlighted, the story from Finland backs up the increasing amount of evidence, which suggests that pupil-led methods, and less structured schooling environments in general, are harmful for cognitive achievement. Finnish teachers were, for many decades, traditional in their approach, reinforcing a hierarchical educational culture. While difficult to entirely disentangle from the effects of societal changes in general, the move towards less structured methods and authoritative school practices is likely to have had a causal effect, in and of itself, on the recent Finnish decline.

It has been suggested elsewhere that post-industrialisation renders teacher-dominated pedagogy and other authoritative aspects of schooling irrelevant, because teaching methods and
school organisation in general must follow the trajectory of society. Today’s society is less about authority and obedience – and more about freedom and independence. Therefore, the argument goes, we must adopt the latter in schools.

Yet as Hannah Arendt pointed out 60 years ago, this is a fallacy. Schools are not supposed to be microcosms of the outside world. They are meant to be institutions that prepare pupils for that world. Pupils are not grown-up citizens and they should not be treated as such. So while society is moving in a direction towards less authority and more independence, this does not mean that education must follow suit.

Indeed, it could be argued that it becomes even more important that schools retain some authoritative structures to ensure that pupils accept the institution of schooling. If this is the case, the shift in methods may actually have contributed to declining acceptance of authority in schools rather than vice versa.

To see why, consider the classic tension between individuals’ yearning for freedom and civilisation’s need for compliance, identified by Sigmund Freud in *Civilisation and its Discontents*. This tension, according to Freud, is dealt with by individuals’ internalisation of society’s rules and authorities, which in turn produces guilt – and lingering feelings of discontent – as a self-regulatory mechanism to ensure that order is upheld.

Schools are fundamentally socialising institutions and teachers have historically acted as authorities laying down the rules for pupil behaviour. But if teachers take a back seat, there is no authority to internalise – which should be reflected in more unruly behaviour and less acceptance of teachers’ traditional role. After all, if adults do not behave as authorities, why would children view them as such?
On the positive side, less authority and more freedom should also predict less discontent. Perhaps it is therefore not surprising that decreasingly authoritative methods and declining achievement in Finland have been accompanied by an improving school climate. This idea also receives some support from recent research, which finds that progressive teaching is good for producing social capital, for example by improving pupils’ beliefs in cooperation with teachers.\textsuperscript{170} Another study shows that such methods may also be good for improving pupils’ reasoning skills.\textsuperscript{171} While more research is needed in these areas before drawing any strong conclusions, this points to a potential trade-off between different teaching methods that is important to acknowledge.

But the point that progressive teaching methods appear harmful for cognitive achievement remains. Rather than getting swept away by the (beneficial) onward march of freedom in society, it is probably better that schools keep calm and avoid forgetting what works most effectively in this respect.

Overall, however, the difficulties in identifying causal factors behind Finland’s changing educational performance in the 20th and the 21st centuries cannot be overestimated. This includes the conclusions in this monograph. The paucity of direct evidence must be accepted; and we should not seek certainty. However, the evidence presented here is enough to falsify many common explanations and lessons – while at the same time providing a new starting point from where we should continue to look.
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